Introduction

Image-enhanced endoscopy (IEE) improves detection, diagnosis, and treatment of gastrointestinal lesions [1, 2]. IEE techniques are used to enhance views of the microvasculature and improve resolution of surface patterns and color differences. Several IEE modalities are in widespread clinical use, such as proprietary narrow band imaging (NBI, Olympus Corp., Tokyo, Japan) and flexible spectral color enhancement (FICE, Fujifilm Corp., Tokyo, Japan).

Capsule endoscopy (CE) allows visualization of the mucosa throughout the entire small intestine [3]. Several studies have shown that CE is an effective means of detecting lesions in the small bowel, particularly sites of obscure gastrointestinal bleeding (OGIB) [4–7]. A previous study demonstrated the feasibility of performing CE using a FICE digital processing system within a capsule workstation (Given Imaging, Yoqneam, Israel) [8]. Other reports have suggested that FICE may improve visibility of small intestine lesions [9, 10]. The contrast capsule is a novel image-enhanced capsule endoscope with blue-enhanced white light-emitting diodes (WL-LEDs) that allow for acquisition using novel blue-enhanced white light-emitting diodes are expected to acquire clearer contrast images (CIs) of the small bowel vasculature. We conducted a pilot study to examine whether CIs facilitate visualization of small bowel erosions, ulcers, and areas of angioectasia compared with standard white light images (WLIs).

Patients and methods

A total of 24 patients with OGIB were recruited in this study. The main outcome measure was visibility of lesions on CIs compared with WLIs. We also examined the color difference between lesions and normal mucosa ($\Delta E$) with each imaging modality.

Results

Three experienced physicians retrospectively evaluated 138 images of small bowel lesions (107 erosions or ulcers, and 31 areas of angioectasia) obtained from 24 CE examinations. The endoscopists judged that compared with WLIs, CIs afforded easier identification of erosions or ulcers in 29 of 107 cases (27.1%), were non-inferior in 68 of 107 cases (63.6%), and were inferior in 10 of 107 cases (9.3%). Identification of angioectasia was judged to be easier with CIs in 15 of 31 cases (48.4%), non-inferior in 13 of 31 cases (41.9%), and inferior in 3 of 31 cases (9.7%). $\Delta E$ was significantly higher for CIs than WLIs, especially for angioectasia, potentially explaining why lesions were easier to visualize.

Conclusions

CIs obtained by CE appear to facilitate identification of small bowel erosions, ulcers, and areas of angioectasia compared with WLIs.
of high-contrast images by selecting predominantly blue and green light wavelengths. The aim of this study was to assess whether high-contrast images captured by this contrast capsule improve the visibility of small intestine lesions compared with standard white light images (WLIs).

Patients and methods

Patients and informed consent

The study was performed from October 2010 to September 2012 at Showa University Northern Yokohama Hospital. A total of 24 patients with OGIB who were determined to be acceptable state for CE based on their history and physical examination findings were enrolled in this study. Exclusion criteria were as follows: a history of intestinal surgery, suspected intestinal obstruction, suspected inflammatory bowel disease, pregnancy, and age < 18 years. All patients had recently undergone two endoscopic examinations (gastroscopy and colonoscopy) that showed negative findings. The conduct of the study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Showa University Northern Yokohama Hospital. All 24 patients provided written informed consent for use of their data. The study was undertaken in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Contrast capsule

The contrast capsule is an image-enhanced capsule endoscope. This is the conventional capsule (EC type1, Olympus Corp.) equipped with a special WL-LED. The WL-LED was selected to give increased illumination intensity in the blue wavelength range, which is appropriate for visualization of hemoglobin (Fig.1a). WLIs are generated by using all red, green, and blue data obtained from a charge-coupled device in a conventional manner, whereas contrast images (CIs) are generated by extracting only the green and blue data (Fig.1b). This allows for greater differentiation between hemoglobin-rich tissue and less vascular structures, potentially contributing to better identification of bleeding points. The contrast capsule is an optical-digital method analogous to NBI in the Tajiri and Niwa endoscopic imaging classification [11].

Capsule endoscopy procedure

The Olympus WS-1 software program (Olympus Corp.) was used to review, refine and quantify the images. Bowel preparation was with 500 mL of polyethylene glycol (PEG) and 20 mL of dimethicone; patients were instructed to swallow the capsule with the dimethicone solution after an overnight fast. Once the capsule had reached the duodenum as established by the real-time viewer [12], patients were asked to drink the PEG. Ingesting a small amount of PEG after swallowing the capsule significantly improves both CE image quality and cecal completion rate [13, 14]. Three experienced endoscopists, each of whom had read more than 50 CE videos, interpreted the CE images and a consensus interpretation was reached. If discre-
Pancies were observed, a consensus was reached after the findings were reviewed simultaneously by all endoscopists.

Evaluation of contrast images

Data on lesions in this study were managed by N. O., who was not involved in further evaluation of the images. The WLI and CI of each lesion were displayed side by side. All lesions, including ulcerations/erosions and the area of angioectasia, were randomized. Three physicians (M. O., K. I., and K. O.) retrospectively compared the CIs with the corresponding WLIs. The physicians scored the CIs for visibility of small bowel lesions according to the following scale: 1 (improved visibility), 0 (visibility equivalent to that of WLI visibility), and −1 (decreased visibility). The three physicians’ scores for each lesion were tallied. If an image earned a total score ≥ 2, the image was considered improved; a score of 1 to −1 points indicated no change; and a score of ≤−2 indicated decreased visibility. We also examined interobserver and intraobserver agreement in evaluation of the CIs.

Color contrast

The color contrast of normal background mucosa and the lesions detected (erosions, ulcerations or areas of angioectasia) were compared by calculating the color difference (ΔE) for the WLIs and CIs. We used International Commission on Illumination (CIE) Lab to quantify the color and evaluate ΔE (Fig. 2) [15]. CIELab is a three-dimensional color space consisting of a black-white axis (L), a red-green axis (a) and a yellow-blue axis (b), where L represents lightness, a is the red-green component and b is the yellow-blue component. We used CIELab to compare two points of interest and calculate the color difference (Fig. 3). Points of interest were selected manually by N. O., although the calculation of the color difference was done automatically.

Detection rate

To evaluate the detection rate of the small intestine lesions (erosions, ulcerations or areas of angioectasia), CE videos of 24 cases were evaluated by two physicians (S. S. and Y. M.) who had similar experience with endoscopy; one evaluated video CIs and the other evaluated video WLIs in a blinded fashion. Numbers of lesions detected by CIs and WLIs were compared.

Statistical analysis

The paired Student’s t-test or the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to compare quantitative variables. Differences with P values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. Interrob-
server and intraobserver agreement was quantified using the kappa statistic. Data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation unless otherwise stated. Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS for Windows software version 15.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

Results
A total of 24 patients were recruited for this study. The characteristics of the patients and the indications for CE are shown in ▶ Table 1. Small intestine lesions were detected in 15 patients (62.5%), including 107 erosions or ulcers and 31 areas of angioectasia. Small intestinal ulcerations/erosions were identified in 6 of 8 patients taking nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). Consequently, 138 lesions were used for this validation study. The completion rate was 75.0% [84.6% (11/14) for outpatients and 70.0% (7/10) for hospitalized patients]. The mean small bowel transit time was 250.1 ± 114.9 min. The 138 lesions in which the final diagnoses were confirmed by several modalities including CE, single-balloon enteroscopy, a medical history, and follow-up observation were chosen on the basis of their overall acceptability on CE examination by three experienced endoscopists (Y. M., M. M., and H. M.) who had extensive experience with CE.

Lesion visibility
For erosions or ulcers, CIs were considered to afford better visibility in 27.1% of cases (29 of 107), equivalent visibility in 63.6% of cases (68 of 107), and inferior visibility in 9.3% of cases (10 of 107) (P = 0.024). The interobserver and intraobserver kappa values for visibility were 0.45 and 0.57, respectively. For areas of angioectasia, CIs were considered to afford better visibility in 48.4% of cases (15 of 31), equivalent visibility in 41.9% of cases (13 of 31), and inferior visibility in 9.7% of cases (3 of 31) (P = 0.047) (▶ Table 2). The interobserver and intraobserver kappa values for lesion visibility were 0.49 and 0.58, respectively.

Color difference
For erosions and ulcers, ΔE for CIs was significantly higher than WLIs (31.9 ± 12.4 compared with 18.7 ± 9.7, respectively; P < 0.001). This was also the case for angioectasia (38.4 ± 15.5, compared with 27.1 ± 13.6, respectively; P = 0.003) (▶ Table 3).

Detection rate
Detection of lesions with CIs and WLIs according to lesion type is shown in ▶ Table 4. Of a total of 107 erosions or ulcers, 98 were identified by CIs and 72 were detected by WLIs (P < 0.001). Of a total of 31 areas of angioectasia, 28 were identified by CIs and 20 were detected by WLIs (P = 0.015).

Discussion
The current study is the first to assess the clinical utility of CIs for detection of small intestine lesions in patients with OGIB undergoing CE. Our findings suggest that CIs obtained by CE may improve visibility of small bowel erosions, ulcers, and areas of angioectasia compared with WLIs. The ΔE between lesions and the background normal mucosa was significantly higher with CIs than WLIs. The high ΔE that we observed with CIs (particularly that in angioectasia) likely explains the improved visibility.

Clinical effectiveness of the novel contrast capsule that we used has already been reported [16, 17]. Aihara et al. [16] performed a feasibility study that demonstrated imaging characteristics of the contrast capsule. In the current study, we evaluated the ability to identify small intestine erosions, ulcers, and area of angioectasia in CIs compared with WLIs. CE is a well-established modality for detection and diagnosis of OGIB. Many reports have assessed the diagnostic yield of CE in OGIB, but the sensitivity of the technique remains unknown. Computed virtual chroendoendoscopy may improve the diagnostic yield in OGIB. The feasibility of performing CE using the FICE digital processing system within the capsule workstation has recently been demonstrated; FICE reportedly enhances lesions on CE images [8]. Several reports have described the efficacy of the FICE technique in CE [8, 9, 18]. Imagawa et al. [9] reported that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>▶ Table 1 Characteristics of study participants.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Profiles of enrolled patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex M/F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age (years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overt ongoing bleeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overt previous bleeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occult bleeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSAIDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M, male; F, female; NSAIDs, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>▶ Table 2 Evaluation of contrast images for visibility of lesions.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of cases (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erosion/ulcer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angioectasia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Color difference between identified lesions and normal background mucosa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lesion</th>
<th>Color difference, ΔE</th>
<th></th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contrast images</td>
<td>White light images</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erosion/ulcer</td>
<td>31.9 ± 12.4</td>
<td>18.7 ± 9.7</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angioectasia</td>
<td>38.4 ± 15.5</td>
<td>27.1 ± 13.6</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Number of lesions detected by contrast images and white light images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lesion</th>
<th>Contrast images</th>
<th>White light images</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Erosion/ulcer</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angioectasia</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4: Capsule endoscopy images of an area of small bowel angioectasia: a white light and b contrast images; c example of a contrast image and d narrow band image obtained by single-balloon endoscopy.
FICE improved visibility of small bowel tumors, angioectasia, erosions and ulcers compared with WLIs. They also reported that FICE was a particularly useful means of improving image quality in areas of angioectasia, findings that are broadly comparable with ours. Employing an approach similar to that used in our study, Sato et al. [18] demonstrated the clinical utility of CE using FICE and CIELab methods to diagnose small bowel lesions. They demonstrated that CE with FICE enhanced the contrast between lesions and background mucosa, facilitating visual diagnosis of small bowel erosions, ulcers and angioectasia. However, Gupta et al. [19] reported that FICE did not significantly improve detection of small bowel lesions in comparison with WLIs [19].

The FICE technique facilitates CE by permitting selection of wavelengths and spectra appropriate for a variety of purposes (FICE1, 2, and 3). Nonetheless, contrast capsule technology fundamentally differs from FICE technology. In FICE, post-acquisition processing is performed on the images obtained from a conventional WL-LED, but images acquired using the contrast capsule technique are converted from a blue-enhanced WL-LED designed to reveal areas where hemoglobin is present. Consequently, CIs enhance blood vessels. The contrast capsule visualizes highly vascular lesions, such as angioectasia, in dark green with strong color contrast with normal mucosa. Such characteristics are broadly comparable with those of NBI (Fig. 4), which is an effective means of detecting cancers in the esophagus, stomach, and colon [20–22]. This characteristic of CI explains the improvement in the detection rate of angioectasia in our study.

We also found that CIs improved the detection rate of erosions and ulcers compared with WLIs. A previous study showed that FICE improves the detection rate of small intestine lesions [23, 24], with FICE1 and FICE2 suited to the detection of erosions, ulcers, and angioectasia. Whether contrast capsule can further improve the ability to detect and diagnose small intestine lesions is not yet completely clear, but our findings suggest that it can produce clear images of vascular areas that would plausibly aid in diagnosis of erosions, ulcers, and angioectasia. Our current practice is to read capsule video images using WLI first and review CIs thereafter, but in the future, it might be possible to acquire contrast video images.

Our study had some limitations. First, its retrospective design may have resulted in selection bias. Second, it was a pilot study based in a single center with a relatively small number of patients. We did not assess the CIs to evaluate the lesion characteristics in this study. Such evaluations will be performed in the future.

Conclusion

In conclusion, CIs using CE increases ΔE and consequently appears to improve the visibility of small intestine lesions. The technique could therefore be a useful diagnostic tool, particularly when seeking bleeding points in OGIB, but large prospective studies will be needed to illuminate its specificity, sensitivity, and clinical utility.
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